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Abstract. About 4900 values of 14C02 activity have been measured on stratospheric air 
samples collected between 1953 and 1975 when the major nuclear weapon tests injected large 
amounts of 14C into the atmosphere. However, the validity of these data published in Health 
and Safety Laboratory reports was repeatedly criticized and their relevance is thus usually 
denied in model studies tracing the global carbon cycle with bomb 14C02. To oppose this 
criticism, we perform here a comprehensive analysis of the measurements and calculate 
stratospheric bomb 14C02 inventories for the period in question. We find out that the 
recognized weaknesses of the survey do not justify a general discrimination against the 14C02 
observations. Our 14C02 inventories determined using numerical methods to interpolate the 
observations widely confirm the more "hand-made" results from a former study by Telegadas 
[1971] except in the northern poleward stratosphere. We are also able to clear away the 
reasons commonly advanced to call into question the stratospheric bomb 14C02 inventories 
by up to 20%. These findings rehabilitate the most extensive data set of stratospheric 14C02 
observations and establish them, together with our corresponding bomb 14C02 inventories, as 
a valuable observational constraint which should be seriously accounted for in global carbon 
cycle models and in other studies relying on an accurate simulation of air mass transport in 
the atmosphere. 
1. Introduction 
Fortunately, the radiocarbon method developed early 
enough [Libby et al, 1949] to detect that nuclear weapon tests 
in the atmosphere perturb natural 14C levels by producing 
much o f so-called b o m b 14C. Measurements of the 1 4 C0 2 
activity of stratospheric air (most 14C resides in the atmos ­
phere as 1 4 C0 2 ) were included in the global survey 
S T A R D U S T supported by the United States between 1953 
and 1969. The bulk of 1 4 C0 2 activity values measured during 
that survey was summarized to determine the time variation of 
the b o m b 1 4 C0 2 burden in the stratosphere [Telegadas, 1971]. 
In that paper, Telegadas [1971, p. 3] proposed to further use 
the presented distribution o f 1 4 C0 2 " . . . as a tracer for atmos­
pheric motions and for estimating the exchange rate of C 0 2 
between the atmosphere and the ocean and biosphere." 
Indeed, his results were investigated in several studies about 
air mass motion using two- and three-dimensional models 
[Johnston, 1989; Shia et al, 1993; Kinnison et al, 1994; 
Rasch et al, 1994]. Strangely enough, the only study budget­
ing 1 4 C0 2 in the global carbon cycle which consistently 
accounted for the stratospheric inventory compi led by 
Telegadas was by Hesshaimer et al [1994]. A l l other model 
studies trying to global ly match bomb 1 4 C0 2 levels observed 
in the carbon cycle reservoirs [e.g., Enting et al, 1993; 
Broecker and Peng, 1994; Lassey et al, 1996; Jain et al, 
1997] solved inconsistencies in their budgets by mistrusting 
the stratospheric inventories. Justification of this discrimina­
tion was already given b y Telegadas [1971] himself: due to 
unidentified reasons, the 1 4 C0 2 activity of samples collected 
in the lower troposphere aboard aircraft seems to be system-
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atically higher by A1 4C ~ 50-200%o (for A-notation see section 
2.1) than observed at comparable ground level stations. A 
second shortcoming o f the data interpretation resides in the 
fact that Telegadas used hand-made drawings to determine, in 
an undocumented manner, his stratospheric inventories f rom 
the original 1 4 C0 2 observations. A third often mentioned criti­
c ism is that the survey was not intense enough to allow a 
reliable quantification o f the stratospheric b o m b 1 4 C0 2 burden 
during such a period o f intense nuclear tests [Tans, 1981; 
Broecker et al, 1995]. In the present paper we confront our­
selves to all these shortcomings and reprocess the data in a 
way suitable for further investigations. In the fo l lowing sec­
ond section w e present the entire set of data with enough 
detail to compute, in the third section, a stratospheric b o m b 
1 4 C0 2 burden to be compared with the inventories o f 
Telegadas. In the fourth section, conclusions are drawn f rom 
the comparison between the 1 4 C0 2 activity values published in 
the Health and Safety Laboratory ( H A S L ) reports and obser­
vations f r om other sources. 
2. Stratospheric Observations Published in the 
HASL Reports 
The Health and Safety Laboratory reports with numbers 
159, 166, 174, 214, and 242 [Hagemann et al, 1965, 1966, 
1967, 1969, 1971] present tables containing values of 1 4 C0 2 
activity, along with auxil iary 51 3C, 5 1 8 0 values, and C 0 2 
mix ing ratios, f r om who le air samples collected in the project 
S T A R D U S T between mid-1953 and mid-1969 which are 
numbered 1 to 6492. Recently, these data also became avail­
able on the W o r l d W i d e W e b at the Carbon Diox ide 
Information Analys is Center ( C D I A C ) [Leifer and Chan, 
1998]. Abou t 140 further stratospheric 1 4 C0 2 activity data 
f rom the period mid-1968 to mid-1974 are reported in the 
H A S L reports 246 [Telegadas et al, 1972], 284 [Sowl et al, 
11,641 
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1974], and 294 [Sowl et al, 1975]. In the fo l lowing we refer 
to the sum o f all these reports as the H A S L reports, to the sum 
o f the corresponding observations as the H A S L observations, 
and so forth. Abou t 7 5 % of the activity values in the H A S L 
reports were measured on 12 m 3 S T P air samples compressed 
aboard aircraft into nickel-plated spherical steel bottles 
[Hagemann et al, 1965]. O f the remaining 25%, all 1 4 C0 2 
activities except those in H A S L reports 246, 284, and 294 
were measured f rom about 50 m3 S T P air samples transferred 
after bal loon flights f r om an armored vessel into high-pressure 
cylinders [Hagemann and Gray, 1959]. The activities pre-
sented in H A S L reports 246, 284, and 294 were measured on 
samples collected with a molecular sieve technique 
[Ashenfelteretal, 1972]. 
Mos t o f the observations f rom project S T A R D U S T made 
available as C D I A C database were not initially available on 
computer systems and had to be retrieved f rom publications 
[Leifer and Chan, 1998]. A s we had already transferred, inde-
pendently, the same tables f r om the H A S L reports to our 
computer system, we could identify some 50 misreading 
errors in the C D I A C database by cross comparison with the 
results o f our computerization. These errors wi l l be reported 
to the C D I A C . 
2.1. Activity Unit Conversions 
The 1 4 C0 2 activities presented in the H A S L reports are 
listed in units of disintegration per minute per gram o f carbon 
(dpm/g C ) before and in units o f 105 atoms o f 14C per gram o f 
air (105 atoms/g air) after a correction explained by 
Hagemann et al [1965] for isotopic fractionation and 
contamination during sample treatment. In all H A S L reports 
except 294 the conversion f rom corrected activities expressed 
in dpm/g C to corrected activities expressed in 105 atoms/g air 
is obtained by multiplication with 5.64. The excess 1 4 C0 2 
activities attributable to nuclear weapon tests are obtained by 
subtracting a prenuclear background activity o f 74x105 
atoms/g air f rom the corrected activities. Note that we refer to 
this definition when using synonymous ly " b o m b inventory" 
or "excess inventory" although assuming a constant prenu-
clear background neglects the natural variability of 1 4 C0 2 
activities in the atmosphere. A l s o bear in mind that about 
5 x l 0 5 atoms 14C/g air o f the stratospheric activity excess over 
tropospheric values result not f rom b o m b input but f rom the 
altitude distribution of 14C production by cosmic ray neutrons 
[Lingenfelter, 1963; O'Brien et al, 1991]. The fo l lowing 
equation al lows to convert f r om corrected excess activities 
^IES atoms/g air expressed in units o f 105 14C atoms per gram of 
air to corrected activities Ad p m / gc expressed in units o f 
dpm/g C : 
Ai, lpm/g C : 
AE5atoms/g air ^4 
5M (1) 
The values o f 5.64 and of 74 are based on an atmospheric C 0 2 
mix ing ratio o f 313 p p m (assumed to be constant), on the 
relative molecular mass o f carbon (12.01) and of air (28.96), 
on the half - l i fe of 14C (5730 years) and on a specific activity 
o f 13.1 dpm/g C for the "atmospheric prenuclear background 
in the early 1950s." Note that Telegadas [1971] and 
Telegadas et al [1972] refer to 13.17 ± 0.04 dpm/g C as being 
0.95 o f the National Bureau o f Standards ( N B S ) oxalic acid 
standard activity measured at the Argonne National Labora-
tory ( A N L ) . For the present investigation w e assume that their 
measurement o f 13.17 dpm/g C was correct and lower than 
the modern value of 13.56 ± 0.07 dpm/g C measured for 0.95 
o f the N B S oxalic acid standard corrected for decay and frac-
tionation [Karlen et al, 1968; Olsson, 1970; Stuiver and 
Polach, 1977] due to the absence o f correction for 51 3C frac-
tionation and for 14C decay in their laboratory. If , however, it 
comes out that our assumption is wrong and that the absolute 
activity measurements at A N L was too low by J3 = 
13.17/13.56, then all H A S L activities and all corresponding 
activities in the present paper must be multipl ied with 1/J3 = 
1.03. W e use the fo l lowing equation to convert f rom H A S L 
activities Adpm/g c expressed in dpm/g C to A1 4C expressed in 
per mi l (%o): 
A1 4C {%c) = Aipm/gC 
13.56 
1 - 2 
2 5 - 7 . 1 
1000 
1 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 , (2) 
assuming the same constant value o f -7 .1%c for atmospheric 
5 1 3 C 0 2 [Hagemann et al, 1965] as in the H A S L reports. For 
the sake o f simplicity w e use the same constant factor o f 5.64 
to convert f rom activities in dpm/g C to activities in 105 
atoms/g air in all our figures except Figure 7. However, we 
provide in Tables 1 and 2 the parameters D and / al lowing to 
correct this conversion factor taking into consideration long-
term variations o f the C 0 2 mix ing ratio. Finally, note that in 
H A S L report 294, Sowl et al [1975] used a multiplication 
factor o f 5.95, corresponding to an atmospheric C 0 2 mix ing 
Table 1. Properties o f Our Stratospheric Subdivisions for 
W h i c h Mean 1 4 C0 2 Activit ies Are Listed in Table 2 
Stratospheric Subdivision D Air Mass, 1015 kg 
Northern Hemisphere 
Poleward High 12 
Upper -2.5 46 
Middle -1.9 96 
Lower -2.7 243 
Equatorward High 12 
Upper -1.5 46 
Lower -0.5 96 
Southern Hemisphere 
Equatorward High 12 
Upper -1.3 46 
Lower -0.2 96 
Poleward High 12 
Upper -2.2 46 
Middle -0.7 96 
Lower -0.2 243 
The parameter D completes the parameter / in Table 2 and 
approximates the difference expressed in ppm between the yearly 
mean C 0 2 mixing ratio in a particular stratospheric subdivision and 
the yearly mean CO2 mixing ratio observed at Mauna Loa station 
[Keeling and Whorf, 1990]. The values for D are best estimates for 
1965 as calculated from stratospheric C0 2 mixing ratios predicted by 
a carbon cycle model [Hesshaimer, 1997] optimally matching the 
mean 14C02 activities of Telegadas [1971] up to 30 km height. Bear 
in mind that D does not account for the seasonal variation of C0 2 
mixing ratio in the stratosphere which can have a mean peak-to-peak 
amplitude of up to 4 ppm in the northern lower poleward subdivision 
according to our carbon cycle model. Air masses for the different 
stratospheric subdivisions were calculated according to the U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere (1976). The air masses of all stratospheric 
subdivisions sum up to a total of 1.102xl018kg which corresponds to 
21.5% of the total dry air mass of the Earth atmosphere [Trenberth 
and Guillemot, 1994]. 
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ratio o f 330 ppm, but we rescaled these results by 
multiplication with 5.64/5.95 to remain consistent with the 
other H A S L reports. 
T o avoid confusion, note that we wi l l always refer to 
activities expressed in the "absolute" scale, not in the " A " or 
in the "excess 14C" scale, when comparing activities without 
particular specification of the unit. For example, i f w e write 
that a sample activity is lower by 10% than another activity 
and if the other activity is 28.1 dpm/g C = 84 .5x l0 5 excess 14C 
atoms per gram o f air or A1 4C ~ 1000%o, it means that the 
value o f the sample activity is 28.1x0.9 = 25.3 dpm/g C which 
corresponds to a depletion by about 2 0 % of the sample activ-
ity value expressed either in excess 14C units (68.6x10 s excess 
14C atoms per gram of air) or in A1 4C units (800%o). 
2.2. Extent of the Survey 
Nearly all northern hemispheric air samples f rom the 
H A S L reports were collected over the American continent and 
over the Atlantic and Pacif ic Oceans. Some sampling took 
place in the region o f Singapore aboard United K i n g d o m air-
craft. In the Southern Hemisphere the samples were collected 
over the American and Australian continents and their adja-
cent waters. The H A S L tables report the mean latitude, 
altitude and date of each sample collection but not its mean 
longitude. Several distinguishing features prevent this lacuna 
f r o m being a major weakness o f the H A S L survey. In the 
Northern Hemisphere most o f the samples were collected over 
North Amer ica and the Paci f ic Ocean. These locations are 
longitudinally on the opposite side of the world with respect 
to the locations of nuclear weapon tests by the former Soviet 
Un ion which injected about half o f the total b o m b 14C into the 
atmosphere. Therefore at least in the case of Soviet detona-
tions the corresponding 1 4 C0 2 activity excess observed over 
the United States and the Pacif ic Ocean should reflect zonal 
mean conditions over all longitudes at corresponding heights 
and latitudes. Furthermore, a comparison between a set o f 
H A S L samples collected over the United States between 40°N 
and 80°N and observations at about 60°N and 7 ° W to the 
northwest o f the British Isles (Figure 1) reveals a great 
similitude o f activity excursions after strong nuclear 
detonations which took place at about 60°E over the former 
Soviet Union . Both the time delay between nuclear detona-
tions and 1 4 C0 2 activity increases as wel l as the similar 
amplitude o f corresponding peak activities shown in Figure 1 
indicate that the bomb 1 4 C0 2 input signals were longitudinally 
homogenized within about 1 month. For the above reasons we 
consider that quarterly means o f the H A S L activities represent 
valid zonal means, and we do not analyze the longitudinal 
repartitioning o f 1 4 C0 2 activity in our study. 
The height versus time representation of sampling locations 
in Figure 2a shows that above 20 k m most H A S L samples 
were collected during bal loon flights, whereas below 20 k m 
and after 1960, aircraft sampling was preponderant. In a small 
region, bal loon and aircraft sampling locations overlap wel l 
enough between 1962 and 1965 to al low comparison of both 
sets. The 1 4 C0 2 activities o f single samples collected in this 
region show a good agreement between bal loon and aircraft 
observations (Figure 3). The height versus latitude represen-
tation of sampling locations in Figure 2c reveals that the 
H A S L survey was much denser in the Northern than in the 
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Figure 1. (a) Observations o f 1 4 C0 2 activity in stratospheric air between 10 and 15 k m above sea level (asl) 
f r o m the H A S L reports along with (b) reported strengths of nuclear weapon detonations expressed in equiva-
lent megatons (Mt) o f T N T [Rath, 1988]. Crosses, activity o f samples collected until 1959 aboard United 
K i n g d o m aircraft to the northwest o f the British Isles (approximately 60°N, 7 ° W ) . Solid squares, activity o f 
samples collected above the United States. The dashed line in Figure l a indicates the background 1 4 C0 2 
activity in the northern hemispheric troposphere [Tans, 1981]. The activity is expressed in units of 105 excess 
14C atoms per gram o f air on the left-hand side of the figure and in the A scale on the right-hand side. Open 
triangles in Figure l b indicate which nation was responsible for a given nuclear detonation. In the former 
Soviet Un ion (FSU), nuclear bombs were mostly detonated between 50°N and 80°N f rom 45°E to 80°E. The 
major British ( U K ) and American ( U S A ) nuclear tests took place over the Pacif ic Ocean between 0 ° N and 
2 0 ° N f rom 170°E to 150°W at that time. The solid line in Figure l b traces the total strength o f all bombs 
detonated wor ldwide since 1945 (right axis scale). 
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Figure 2. (a) Height versus time, (b) latitude versus time, and (c) height versus latitude representations of 
1 4 C0 2 sampling locations found in the H A S L reports and in other publications. In the H A S L locations a dis-
tinction is made between ground level samples (solid triangles), bal loon samples (small open circles), and 
aircraft samples (pluses). The sampling locations of observations found in other publications are reported 
using open squares [Fergusson, 1963], open diamonds [Godwin and Willis, 1964], large open circles [Berger 
et al, 1965], open d o w n triangles [Nydal and Lovseth, 1983] and open up triangles [Walton et al, 1970]. The 
samples of Fergusson and of Berger et al. were collected over the continental United States and the Carib-
bean, those of Nydal and Lovseth were collected over Norway , and those o f Godwin and Wi l l i s and of 
Wal ton et al. were collected in the vicinity o f the British Isles. 
Southern Hemisphere with a particularly high sampling den-
sity between 5 ° N and 75 °N at altitudes ranging f rom 15 to 22 
km. In the Southern Hemisphere the sampling density is high 
on ly near 40°S. A l s o note that balloon sampling in the strato-
sphere up to 30 k m or higher was concentrated near six 
singular latitudes. However , Figure 2b shows that only the 
bal loon profi les sampled near 30°N cover almost continuously 
the t ime range between 1955 and 1972. Furthermore, Figure 
2b reveals that the period with particularly dense atmospheric 
sampling in the Northern Hemisphere ranges only f rom mid -
1963 to early 1967 and that the latitudinal sampling was 
relatively sparse in 1960 and 1961. 
3. Determination of the Stratospheric Bomb 14C 
Inventories 
Telegadas [1971] summarized the 1 4 C0 2 data between 
1955 and 1969 published in the H A S L reports by judic iously 
subdividing the stratosphere up to 30 k m o f each hemisphere 
into four compartments (Figure 4) for which he determined 
the t ime variation o f the b o m b 1 4 C0 2 burden. T o determine his 
inventories, Telegadas subdivided the year into four quarterly 
intervals (December-February, M a r c h - M a y , June -Augus t , 
and September -November) , inserted all H A S L observations 
sampled during a quarterly interval into a height versus lati-
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Figure 3. The 1 4 C0 2 observations f rom balloon samples 
(open circles) are compared with activities o f samples col -
lected aboard aircraft (pluses). The comparison is restricted to 
a small region ranging f rom 30°N to 35°N and f rom 19.5 to 
20.5 k m asl where bal loon and aircraft H A S L data overlap. 
The activity is expressed in units o f 105 excess 14C atoms per 
gram o f air on the left-hand side of the figure and in the A 
scale on the right-hand side. 
tude representation o f the atmosphere, drew hand-made 
contour lines to interpolate the observed 1 4 C0 2 activities, and 
f inal ly integrated the interpolated activities over each of his 
stratospheric subdivisions. Corresponding mean 1 4 C0 2 activi-
ties can be obtained after divis ion o f these inventories by the 
air mass o f each compartment as specified by Telegadas 
[1971]. 
3.1. New Calculation and Comparison With Telegadas 
Here w e apply the procedure o f Telegadas [1971] to the 
entire H A S L data set using exclusively numerical methods. 
Af ter collection o f the data into quarterly diagrams subdivided 
l ike those o f Telegadas we use a Delaunay triangle-based l in-
ear interpolation [Fortune, 1987] to determine the activities 
inside the convex hull o f all quarterly sampling locations (see 
Figure 5a). W e refer to section 3.2.2 for details on our 
Delaunay triangulation. T o obtain partial 1 4 C0 2 inventories, 
the interpolated specific activity is integrated versus air mass 
over the intersection between each stratospheric subdivision 
and the convex hull o f sampling locations. The integration is 
based on an adaptive recursive S impson 's rule and uses the 
barometric formula as prescribed in the U.S. Standard A t m o s -
phere (1976) for the conversion f rom height to pressure. W e 
f inal ly obtain mean 1 4 C0 2 activities for each stratospheric 
subdivision (Figure 6) when div iding its partial inventory by 
the air mass o f its intersection with the convex hull o f sam-
pl ing locations. The corresponding activity values expressed 
in dpm/g C are listed in Table 2. For each stratospheric subdi-
vis ion the data coverage is interpreted as a confidence value 
attributable to the corresponding mean activity (shaded bars in 
Figure 6) which is obtained f rom the ratio o f the subdivision 
air mass included in the convex hull o f sampling locations 
divided by the subdivis ion's total air mass listed in Table 1. 
For example, a stratospheric subdivision with 100% of data 
coverage is entirely included in the corresponding quarterly 
convex hull o f sampling locations. 
Our results compare wel l with those f rom Telegadas 
[1971] except in the middle poleward subdivision o f the 
Northern Hemisphere where our activities are lower by 2 0 % 
until m id -1962 then by 30 -50% until early 1963 and by 10% 
after (Figure 6). Look ing more into the details o f the compari-
son reveals some further noticeable differences. In the 
northern lower equatorward stratosphere during 1963 our 
compilat ion peaks at activities lower by 3 0 % . In the northern 
upper stratosphere our activities in 1962 rise steeply about 
half a year earlier main ly due to a sharp peak in the upper 
equatorward subdivision. In the southern upper stratosphere 
between mid -1963 and mid -1966 w e f ind values higher by 
2 0 % than those o f Telegadas. Note that in both hemispheres 
the smallest observational coverage until 1970 is found in the 
upper poleward subdivisions. In the Southern Hemisphere the 
observational coverage is often less than 50%, but this is not 
critical due to a large dilution there o f the main ly northern 
hemispheric nuclear b o m b input signals. In terms o f the total 
stratospheric bomb 14C inventory, Figure 7a shows that the 
results o f what we wi l l call our standard calculation do not 
differ much f r o m the results o f Telegadas [1971]. 
A s one example illustrating the accuracy o f our standard 
calculation, let us examine the 1 4 C0 2 input through a Chinese 
b o m b equivalent to 3 M t o f trinitrotoluene ( T N T ) detonated at 
40°N in June 1967 which is far the strongest nuclear test 
reported for the years 1965 to 1967 [Rath, 1988; Yang et al., 
1999] and should produce about 3X1026 atoms 14C corre-
sponding to a standard yield o f 1026 atoms 14C per megaton o f 
km a s 
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Figure 4. Schematic subdivision of the stratosphere as used 
by Telegadas [1971] in each hemisphere to determine his 
bomb 1 4 C0 2 inventories. The dotted line in the upper and high 
stratosphere and the gray background in the high stratosphere 
indicate that Telegadas did neither subdivide the upper strato-
sphere nor account for the high stratosphere as we did. The 
thick line represents the tropopause. Notice that Telegadas 
placed his vertical subdivisions at 0, 30, 50, 70, and 100 k i lo -
feet and w e approximated these values by 0, 9, 15, 21, and 30 
k m to determine our inventories. The air mass contained in 
each o f our subdivisions is listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 5. (a) Specimen o f a quarterly collection of H A S L sampling locations (thick solid circles) obtained 
for March -May 1963. The thick line represents the convex hull o f the quarterly sampling locations. Th in lines 
connecting the sampling locations represent segments of the Delaunay triangulation on the base o f which the 
1 4 C0 2 activities were linearly interpolated to determine 1 4 C0 2 inventories. Contour lines of the obtained inter-
polated 1 4 C0 2 activities up to 1000x10 s atoms/g air are also put under the figure. For better understanding we 
did not draw the slight distortion of triangle and hull segments due to the fact that our interpolation procedure 
took place in a Cartesian latitude-height geometry, whereas a sinusoidal representation of the latitude is used 
in the figure. A l s o note that we used the mean activity for locations repeatedly sampled in the quarterly dia-
grams, (b) Same as Figure 5a except that the contours and triangulation refer to a new set o f sampling points 
based on the original quarterly sampling set shown in Figure 5a. See section 3.2.2 for more explanations. 
T N T [Hesshaimer et al, 1994]. Telegadas [1971, p. 11] 
examined the same detonation and concluded that his strato-
spheric inventories do not reflect this explosion " . . .probably 
because the debris had little chance to spread latitudinally into 
the limited sampling network." In contrast, scrutinizing the 
results o f our standard calculation in Figure 6 reveals an 
increased 1 4 C0 2 activity in the lower stratosphere of the 
Northern Hemisphere which we can estimate in terms o f 14C 
atoms using the results listed in Table 2. For the northern 
lower equatorward stratosphere the mean activity increase 
between early 1967 and mid -1967 is 3.25 dpm/g C which cor-
responds to 1 .8x l02 6 atoms 14C in the entire subdivision. In 
the northern lower poleward stratosphere the seasonal mini -
m u m in mid -1967 has been f i l led up by 14C resulting f rom the 
detonation. W e compare the activity difference between mid -
1966 and early 1967 with the activity difference between mid-
1967 and early 1968 and estimate that this f i l l ing up 
corresponds to about 0.5 dpm/g C = 0 .7x l0 2 6 atoms 14C. The 
sum of 1.8+0.7 = 2 .5x l0 2 6 atoms 14C already represents a rea-
sonable lower limit for the expected total input o f 3 x l 0 2 6 
atoms 14C, although it does not include a corresponding bal-
ance for the northern middle poleward stratosphere which 
cannot be determined in a simple way f rom the observations. 
However , for a bomb detonated at 40°N we expect that the 
14C inputs to the middle poleward and to the lower equator-
ward subdivisions are o f comparable magnitude and this 
indicates that the yield o f 1026 atoms 14C per megaton o f T N T 
is too low if the detonation strength of 3 M t o f T N T is correct. 
3.2. Estimation of Errors in the Inventories due to Data 
Selection and Interpolation 
In Figure 6 we report as "percent o f data coverage" the 
portion o f air mass contained in the convex hull o f sampling 
locations, although this validity estimator of the mean 1 4 C0 2 
activities can be substantially biased. In the worst case during 
a given quarterly interval a subdivision could be 100% inside 
the convex hull o f sampling locations without any observa-
tional sample in it. This is w h y w e further examine how far 
two categories o f errors reduce the validity o f our mean 
activities based on the H A S L survey. In the first category w e 
estimate errors related with data selection in time, space, and 
activity level, and in the second category we scrutinize inter-
polation choices o f more numerical type l ike the coordinate 
system units, the po lynomia l order or the triangle mesh struc-
ture and estimate their impact on the obtained activities. 
3.2.1. Errors due to selection. W e split up the H A S L 
observations into quarterly intervals to determine mean 1 4 C0 2 
activities in the stratospheric subdivisions. This corresponds 
to a data selection on the time axis and has the drawback o f 
possibly smoothing d o w n the main activity peaks. In Figure 8 
this impact is estimated through comparison between activity 
curves resulting f r o m quarterly and f rom monthly data selec-
tion. Altogether the compared curves match wel l and thus 
indicate that the signal to noise level o f the monthly mean 
stratospheric activities is still good enough to reflect real 
mean air mass m ix ing processes occurring on this timescale. 
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Figure 6. Comparison between our standard calculation o f mean stratospheric 1 4 C0 2 activities based on the 
H A S L observations (thin lines with open circles) and the results published by Telegadas [1971] (thick lines 
with small solid circles). See Figure 4 for a description of the stratospheric subdivisions. The shaded bars rep-
resent estimates o f the quarterly observational data coverage within each stratospheric subdivision (see 
section 3.1). Telegadas determined only the mean activity for the entire upper stratosphere o f each hemi -
sphere so that his results there have to be compared with the mean o f our results for the upper poleward and 
the upper equatorward subdivisions in each hemisphere (dashed lines with crosses). 
The expected smoothing down of predominant northern 
activity peaks reveals to be 20 -30% in the lower stratosphere 
and only 10% in the middle poleward subdivision. In the 
upper northern stratosphere noise seems to prevail during 
1962 and 1963, but this comes together with data coverage 
less than 5 0 % (right axes in Figure 8) indicating that major 
parts o f these subdivisions remained unobserved. Note the 
weak observational substantiation (less than 3 5 % of monthly 
data coverage) o f the highest monthly activity values in the 
northern upper equatorward subdivision toward mid-1962. 
This weak substantiation indicates that the peak in the corre-
sponding quarterly mean which was already mentioned in 
section 3.1 may wel l be an artifact. 
Dur ing the H A S L survey latitudinal sampling in the North-
ern Hemisphere was concentrated near 10°N, 30°N, and 70°N 
apart f r om a period of intensive sampling between 1963 and 
1967 (Figure 2b). T o estimate the impact o f latitudinal sam-
pl ing density, we reject all observations located between 11°N 
and 29°N and between 35°N and 69°N f rom 1963 until 1967 
and re-calculate mean stratospheric 1 4 C0 2 activities. Figure 9 
shows the results in the only three subdivisions where the 
rejection has some effect. A noticeable deviation is observed 
in the lower poleward subdivision and indicates that most o f 
the information about the strong activity peak observed in 
1964 was conf ined between 35°N and 70°N. Elsewhere the 
high-density latitudinal sampling adds remarkably little 
information with respect to mean 1 4 C0 2 activities even during 
1963 to 1964 when very high activity gradients passed 
through the stratosphere. This fact confirms the H A S L obser-
vations as qualif ied to determine 1 4 C0 2 inventories in the 
stratospheric subdivisions during periods o f less intensive 
latitudinal sampling. 
W e also added Figure 10 to make clear that quarterly mean 
1 4 C0 2 activities determined for the high-altitude layer between 
30 and 40 k m are lower than mean activities found in the 
underlying upper stratospheric layers during a couple of years 
after the main b o m b 14C injections. This observational evi -
dence contributes to refute the occasionally discussed 
hypothesis [Johnston, 1989; Hesshaimer et al, 1994] that 
extremely high activities which correspond to major hot spots 
o f b o m b 1 4 C0 2 residing in the very high stratosphere escaped 
the H A S L network because it extended only up to 40 km. 
Further sources o f uncertainty in our 1 4 C0 2 inventories may 
reside in a distinct sensitivity to isolated samples with par-
ticularly high or low 14C activity. W e test this impact by 
rejecting about 4 0 % of the quarterly H A S L observations 
before determining the 1 4 C0 2 inventories with our standard 
procedure. The selection o f the quarterly data in each subdivi-
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Tab le 2. Resu l ts F r o m O u r Standard Calcu lat ion o f M e a n 1 4 C 0 2 Act iv i t ies (See Figure 6) for the Stratospheric Subdiv is ions o f 
Te legadas (See F igure 4) . 
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T a b l e 2. Continued 
Southern Hemisphere, dpm/g C Northern Hemisphere, dpm/g C 
Time, Poleward Equatorward Equatorward Poleward 
year Lower Middle Upper High Lower Upper High Lower Upper High Lower Middle Upper High / 
71.04 35.30 33.28 34.09 32.30 33.60 35.26 1.0431 
71.29 35.66 35.88 34.92 33.33 33.90 34.26 32.86 32.54 34.30 35.31 34.60 1.0440 
71.54 32.39 35.00 34.09 33.25 34.93 33.64 33,68 34.89 33.44 33.90 34.91 34.80 1.0450 
71.79 1.0461 
72.04 1.0472 
72.29 32.20 32.56 32.17 32.77 32.90 32.95 1.0483 
72.54 1.0495 
72.79 30.46 31.01 28.60 30.20 31.19 31.68 1.0507 
73.04 1.0520 
73.29 - 29.06 31.10 33.05 28.34 29.34 31.59 24.72 27.55 30.30 30.46 31.61 1.0532 
73.54 31.65 31.53 31.29 30.47 31.32 32.91 1.0544 
73.79 31.14 30.82 32.91 37.16 1.0552 
74.04 1.0559 
74.29 25.22 26.45 26.53 26.93 29.47 1.0566 
The time value represents the middle of a quarterly subdivision as used by Telegadas (see introduction of section 3). The columns with 
header entitled "High" represent results for subdivisions between 30 and 40 km (see Figure 10) not considered by Telegadas. A l l 14C activities 
are expressed in dpm/g C and can be converted to A14C using equation (2). The parameter fin the rightmost column of the table is the ratio 
CMLOM/313 where CMLOM expressed in ppm is the yearly mean C 0 2 mixing ratio at Mauna Loa station [Keeling and Whorf, 1990] linearly 
interpolated for time (t) and 313 ppm is a constant C 0 2 mixing ratio used in the H A S L tables (see section 2.1). We used results from a carbon 
cycle model [Hesshaimer, 1997] matching the Mauna Loa curve and predicting CMLO(54.0) = 313 ppm to determine the values o f /be fo re 1959. 
The parameter / combined with the standard factor of 5.64 (see section 2.1) and with the correction D of Table 1 allows to convert the mean 
activities of Table 2 from dpm/g C to 105 atoms/g air for each particular stratospheric subdivision. As an example, the mean 14C02 activity 
ASLPW in the southern lower poleward subdivision at time t = 56.29 is ASLp(56.29) = 14.13 dpm/g C = 14.13X5.64X(/(56.29)+DSLP/313)X105 
atoms/g air = 79.6932x(l.0043-0.2/313)xl05 atoms/g air = 79.985x10s atoms/g air. 
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Figure 7. (a) M e a n o f the stratospheric 1 4 C 0 2 activities up to 
30 km. T h e results o f Telegadas [1971] (thick l ine wi th sol id 
circles) are compared wi th the standard results o f our new cal-
culation (thin l ines wi th open circles). T h e average di f ference 
fi between the results o f Telegadas and our standard results is 
pos i t ive (/x = 7 x l 0 5 atoms/g air) and the standard deviat ion o f 
a single di f ference is a - 1 5 x l 0 5 atoms/g air. (b) M e a n o f the 
atmospheric 1 4 C 0 2 activities up to 30 k m . T h e quarterly mean 
results o f our standard calculation (thick l ine with solid cir-
cles) are compared with the results (thin l ine with open 
circles) f r o m our calculat ion with month ly resolution (see 
section 3.2.1). W e used data f r o m Wel l ing ton (41°S) 
[Manning et ai, 1990] in the Southern Hemisphere and data 
f r o m V e r m u n t (47°N) [Levin et ai, 1985] in the Northern 
Hemisphere to determine the respective tropospheric 14C 
inventories. T h e mean stratospheric activity values o f 
Telegadas are obtained b y d iv is ion o f his total stratospheric 
excess 1 4 C 0 2 inventories up to 30 k m b y the stratospheric air 
mass up to 30 k m , w h i c h in his study is 1 .02x l0 2 1 g . T h e mean 
stratospheric (resp. atmospheric) activity values f r o m our 
standard and month ly calculat ions were obtained b y d iv is ion 
o f our total stratospheric (atmospheric) excess inventories up 
to 30 k m b y the stratospheric (atmospheric) air mass up to 30 
k m in our study wh i ch is 1 .06x l0 2 1 g (5.1 x lO^g). Note that 
our standard and month ly activities in this f igure also account 
for increasing C 0 2 m i x i n g ratios (see caption o f Tab le 2), 
whereas the activities o f Telegadas assume a constant C 0 2 
m i x i n g ratio o f 313 p p m . 
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Figure 8. Comparison between our standard calculation of mean stratospheric 1 4 C0 2 activities using quar-
terly means of the H A S L observations (thick lines with small solid circles) and a calculation with higher, 
monthly mean time resolution (thin lines with open circles). The shaded bars represent estimates of the 
monthly observational data coverage within each stratospheric subdivision (see section 3.1). 
sion consists in successively rejecting the two data points with 
the highest and the lowest 14C activity up to a rejection of 
4 0 % of the quarterly subdivision data. The results reported in 
Figure 11 demonstrate the impressive robustness of the H A S L 
data. Apart f rom missing peak activities during 1962 in the 
northern middle poleward and upper subdivisions, no signifi-
cant deviation f rom 1 4 C0 2 inventories based on the entire 
H A S L observation set is found. 
In our standard calculation we use all data f rom the H A S L 
reports except number 1216 [Hagemann et ai, 1965] for 
which the latitude is missing and number 3383 [Hagemann et 
ai, 1966] sampled during November 1962 at 8°N and 18 km 
height which has a corrected specific activity o f 748.5 
dpm/g C (A14C = 52223%o). This activity is the highest of the 
H A S L reports and lies 5 to 10 times higher than in other sam-
ples collected at that location and time. W e decided to use all 
other H A S L data, although some 450 activity values tabled in 
reports 159, 166, 174, 214, and 242 are marked as "less reli-
able." This mark is due (1) to the absence of a 813C value and 
to a C 0 2 mix ing ratio greater than 389 ppm, (2) to the absence 
o f corrections by either the C 0 2 mix ing ratio or 51 3C methods, 
(3) to positive 513C values, or (4) to the absence of C a O puri-
fication during sample preparation. W e find no noticeable 
impact o f these samples when calculating the mean strato-
spheric 1 4 C0 2 activities obtained after rejection of the less 
reliable data and comparing these activities with results 
obtained in our standard calculation. The resulting differences 
between the curves are so small that we refrain f rom showing 
them in a figure. 
3.2.2. Errors due to interpolation. W e base our interpo-
lation procedure on Delaunay triangulation which has a well -
developed theory [O'Rourke, 1994] and allows linear 
interpolation based on only one a priori parameter. Our 
Delaunay triangle mesh structure is set up in the two-
dimensional height versus latitude diagram and depends on 
the a priori choice of coordinate system units. In the particular 
geometry o f our study dealing with air mass exchange, the 
"distance" between points would be ideally expressed as the 
mean time needed for a concentration pulse to propagate f rom 
one point to the other. W e take this into consideration when 
determining the triangulation mesh by re-scaling linearly the 
height between 0 and 40 k m to the interval Ye [0,2] which has 
a length of 2 and the latitude between 90°S and 90°N to the 
interval X e [-0.5,0.5] which has a length of 1. This ylx scale 
ratio o f 2/1 reflects very roughly the fact that meridional air 
mass exchange in the stratosphere takes about 1 to 2 years, 
whereas vertical air mass exchange takes about twice as long. 
W e estimate the impact o f different choices of ylx by com-
paring the standard results obtained using a ratio o f 2/1 with 
the results obtained using ratios of 8/1 or 1/2. The resulting 
curves show only minor differences between the different 
curves, and we do not show them in a figure. These changes 
in technique produce an average difference \x between the 
results obtained using a ratio of 8/1 (respectively, 1/2) and our 
standard result which is positive (fi = 2 x l 0 5 atoms/g air) 
(respectively, negative (ju. = -0.3X105 atoms/g air)). The 
standard deviation of a single difference is a - 4x10 s atoms/g 
air (respectively, a = 6 .1x l0 5 atoms/g air) (ju, and o were 
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Figure 9. Comparison between our standard calculation o f 
mean 1 4 C0 2 activities in stratospheric subdivisions o f the 
Northern Hemisphere using all H A S L observations (thick 
lines with small solid circles) and the results obtained when 
rejecting the H A S L observations sampled between 11°N and 
29°N and between 35°N and 69°N f rom January 1963 to 
January 1967 (thin lines with open circles). 
determined in a similar way as described in the caption of 
Figure 7). 
In our standard calculation the activity inside a given 
De launay triangle is a linear function o f latitude and height 
chosen to fit the activity values at the three coordinates gener-
ating the Delaunay triangle. The choice o f a low-order linear 
interpolation method may be a concern about data including 
sharp peaks. W e estimate the uncertainty attributable to this 
impact b y using a Delaunay triangle based cubic method 
[Yang, 1986; Watson, 1994] to determine the mean 1 4 C0 2 
activities in all stratospheric subdivisions. The resulting 
curves match the standard results without noticeable devia-
tion, and w e refrain f r o m showing them in a figure. This 
change in technique produces an average difference fi 
between the results obtained using a cubic method and our 
standard results which is negative (ju, = -2 .3x10 s atoms/g air). 
The standard deviation o f a single difference is a - 4 . 7 x l 0 5 
atoms/g air (/x and o were determined in a similar way as 
described in the caption o f Figure 7). 
Actual ly , a De launay mesh is only one among a multitude 
o f possible triangulations for a given set o f points. W e showed 
before that differences in the Delaunay mesh due to variations 
o f the y/x scale ratio within a physically reasonable range pro-
duce only negligible deviations between the resulting mean 
1 4 C0 2 activities. W e further test the impact o f a different 
although still reasonable triangulation on the obtained mean 
1 4 C0 2 activities by def ining new sets o f quarterly points bas-
ing on the first standard Delaunay triangulation (see Figure 
5b). The new points are located in the middle of each segment 
belonging to the standard triangulation. The activity o f each 
new point is s imply the mean activity o f its segment extremi-
ties. This generates a new, about 2 to 3 times as numerous set 
o f quarterly activity points on which we apply the standard 
triangulation and integration procedures to determine mean 
1 4 C0 2 activities. The results reported in Figure 12 agree wel l 
with the curves f rom our standard calculation. The strongest 
differences are found in the northern stratosphere during 1962 
and 1963 when activity passes only through one predominant 
peak in the lower equatorward subdivision and shows a more 
pronounced indentation in the upper poleward subdivision. A 
further difference is found in the northern upper equatorward 
subdivision where activities between mid-1963 and mid-1966 
remain about 10% below the standard calculation. 
4. Comparison Between the HASL Data and 
Observations From Other Authors 
Sampl ing locations f rom other sources than the H A S L 
reports are also shown in Figure 2. These independent data 
sets al low to check how far their 1 4 C0 2 activities agree with 
the H A S L observations. W e subdivide our investigation into 
three parts and start with a section summarizing activity 
measurement errors in the H A S L data. The second and third 
sections are devoted to activity comparisons in the tropo-
sphere and in the stratosphere. 
4.1. Activity Measurement Errors 
C 0 2 contamination effects are min imized in the H A S L 
activities by applying either a 13C-based correction when 81 3C 
measurement exists or a crude C 0 2 concentration-basecl cor-
rection when only that concentration measurement is available 
[Hagemann et al, 1965]. Figure 13 shows that about 4 0 % of 
the uncorrected activities lie within 1% of the corrected activ-
ity values and that about 8 5 % of the uncorrected activities lie 
within 10% of the corrected activity values. Note in Figure 
13c that the corrections applied to high activities tend to be 
smaller than those applied to low activities. 
The value of activity counting errors given in the H A S L 
reports 159, 166, 174, 214, and 242 is represented statistically 
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solid circles) and for the high (thin lines with open circles) stratospheric subdivisions of the Northern Hemi -
sphere using our standard calculation based on H A S L data. The shaded bars represent estimates of the 
quarterly observational data coverage (see section 3.1) within the high stratospheric subdivision. See Figure 4 
for a description o f the stratospheric subdivisions. 
in Figure 14. The relative activity errors lie most frequently 
between 1% and 2%. Only 1/20 of the relative errors are 
larger than 5 % and about 1/5 of the errors are larger than 3%. 
In H A S L reports 246, 284, and 294 [Telegadas et al, 1972; 
Sowl et a/., 1974, 1975], counting errors of the observed 
activities at the 9 5 % confidence level are declared smaller 
than 5 % in all samples and smaller than 3 % in 90% of the 
samples. Figure 14c also shows that for activities with A1 4C 
higher than 1000%c which essentially contribute to the high 
bomb 1 4 C0 2 inventories in the northern hemispheric strato-
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Figure 11. Comparison between our standard calculation of stratospheric bomb 1 4C02 activities based on all 
H A S L observations (thick lines and small solid circles) and the results obtained after rejection of 40% of the 
observations (thin lines with open circles). The mean activity in the stratospheric subdivisions is expressed in 
the A scale on the left-hand sides of the figure and in units of 105 excess 14C atoms per gram of air on the 
right-hand sides. The activity scale conversion and the rejection procedure are explained in sections 2.1. and 
3.2.1. 
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sphere (see, e.g., Figure 6), the relative errors are most 
frequently much smaller than the upper limits mentioned 
above. A s the quarterly mean 1 4 C0 2 activity o f each strato-
spheric subdivision is usually based on at least 4 and up to 
100 or more observational points, the relative uncertainty on 
bomb 1 4 C0 2 inventories due to counting errors is expected to 
be less than 1%. 
Concerning our mean 1 4C02 activities in stratospheric sub-
divisions, we deduce f rom the preceding discussion that the 
relative uncertainties originating f rom both contamination and 
counting errors are less than a couple of percents. One could 
expect f rom corrections and errors drawn in Figures 13c and 
14c that these uncertainties may sensibly increase after 1966 
when corrections and counting errors could rise due to 
decreasing 1 4C02 activities. W e therefore included separate 
statistics for the stratospheric H A S L data after 1966 in 
Figures 13 and 14 (shaded, still f rom reports 159, 166, 174, 
214, and 242 only) to demonstrate that this assumption is 
erroneous. 
4.2. Comparison Between H A S L and Other Observations 
in the Troposphere 
In his paper devoted to stratospheric bomb 1 4C02 invento-
ries, Telegadas [1971] called the quality o f H A S L activities 
into question when comparing surface station excess 1 4 C0 2 
activities f rom other sources than H A S L reports with the 
excess activities f rom H A S L samples collected near ground 
level (<5 km) aboard aircraft which he found to be mostly 
higher by 5 -20%. Telegadas suggested f rom this apparent dis-
crepancy that, for unknown reasons, the calibration of l ow-
altitude excess 1 4 C0 2 activities f rom H A S L reports may be 
too high by up to 20%. From this conclusion and comparison 
with high-altitude measurements f rom Ergin et al [1970], 
Tans [1981] inferred that possibly all H A S L excess activities 
are 20% too high. W e , however, do not actually understand 
these conclusions which generally devaluate the unique 
H A S L database. Neither the activity corrections reducing 
contamination effects nor the activity counting errors allow 
such a large systematical bias. Furthermore, the aircraft sam-
plings took place very l ikely in daylight when vertical 
convection is much stronger than at night. Hence during a 
period of strong stratospheric bomb 1 4 C0 2 sources, we expect 
that the lower hull o f low-altitude activities f rom spot samples 
collected aboard aircraft during 1-2 hours matches activities 
f rom samples integrated at ground level stations during sev-
eral days and we argue that precisely this behavior is reflected 
in Figure 15. 
4.3. Comparison Between H A S L and Other Observations 
in the Stratosphere 
Figure 15 also shows how far the variability of 1 4C02 
activity in tropospheric aircraft samples reflects the high 
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Figure 13. Statistical representation o f 1 4 C0 2 activity correc-
tions performed in the H A S L reports 159, 166, 174, 214, and 
242 on uncorrected activities Auncorr (dpm/g C ) to obtain cor-
rected activities Acorr (dpm/g C ) accounting for contamination 
effects. In Figure 13c the corrected activity Acorr is reported 
versus the relative activity correction (A^o^-Acon-VAcon. 
expressed in percent. In the last formula the activity correction 
is expressed relatively to the corrected activity to s impl i fy the 
discussion on uncertainties o f the corrected activities. Note 
that the vertical patterns only reflect the numerical rounding 
used in the H A S L tables. Bars in Figure 13b represent the 
number o f data points which relative activity correction lie 
within a given interval o f 1%. The cumulative number of data 
points with a relative activity correction smaller than the 
abscissa value is reported in Figure 13a. Sol id squares, and 
open bars represent the entire data set, whereas shaded 
squares and shaded bars refer to the part o f the observations 
sampled in the stratosphere after January 1966. The activity is 
expressed in the A scale on the left-hand side o f Figure 13c 
and in dpm/g C on the right-hand side. 
activity in the overlying stratospheric layers. The figure inci-
dentally makes clear how diff icult it is to compare few spot 
samples during periods o f high activity gradients. This 
remains true for the stratospheric observations of Ergin et al 
[1970] cited by Tans [1981] which are essentially the same as 
those presented by Walton et al. [1970] and shown in Figure 2 
except that the latter publication reveals individual latitudes 
for each sampling location. They were sampled during 1967 
and 1968 between 50°N and 60°N where no H A S L observa-
tions were available at that t ime o f low latitudinal sampling 
density (see Figure 2b). Hence a quantitative comparison 
between the observations f rom Ergin et al. and H A S L data 
remains questionable because it depends substantially on 
interpolation assumptions at a location with pronounced 
activity gradients. W e illustrate our reasonable doubt in 
Figure 16 comparing the data f rom Walton et al [1970] and 
f r o m Nydal and Lbvseth [1983] sampled between 11 and 13 
k m height with H A S L observations collected aboard aircraft 
during the same periods (see Figure 2). Comparable H A S L 
data at the t ime o f the Wal ton et al. sampling are concentrated 
on ly in two narrow intervals ranging f r o m 30°N to 40°N and 
f r o m 7 0 ° N to 80°N. Apparently, a relative increase o f excess 
activities f r o m Wal ton et al. by about 2 0 % would better fit in 
Figure 16 between the lower activities at 30° -40°N and the 
higher activities at 70° -80°N. One could argue that the same is 
true for excess activities f rom Nydal and Lovseth as wel l as 
for the activity values marked with pluses in Figure 16 and 
conclude that all excess activities o f the H A S L reports are 
about 2 0 % too high. The fact that the activity values marked 
with pluses are themselves H A S L report data demonstrates 
the weakness o f this kind of argumentation. 
Unfortunately, the sampling locations found in the H A S L 
reports differ too much f rom those in the other available 
sources cited in the present paper to al low direct comparison 
o f the respective 1 4 C0 2 activities. However , the positive about 
99.999 
-2o8 
-400 
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Figure 14. Statistical representation o f counting errors listed 
for 1 4 C0 2 activities in the H A S L reports 159, 166, 174, 214, 
and 242. A n activity error o f £ = 1% for an activity A means 
that the real activity lies at the 9 5 % confidence level in the 
inverval [(1-e) A , (1+e) A ] . In Figure 14c the corrected 
activity (see Figure 13) is reported versus the activity count-
ing error expressed in percent o f the corrected activity. 
Discernible vertical patterns only reflect the numerical 
rounding used in the H A S L tables. A dashed line is added to 
show the slope o f a f ict ive error function increasing with the 
square root o f the activity. Bars in Figure 14b represent the 
number o f data points which activity error lie within a given 
interval o f 0 .5%. The cumulative number o f data points with 
an activity error smaller than the abscissa value is reported in 
Figure 14a. Sol id squares and open bars represent the entire 
data set, whereas shaded squares and shaded bars refer to the 
part o f the observations sampled in the stratosphere after 
January 1966. The activity is expressed logarithmically in 
dpm/g C on the right-hand side o f Figure 14c and in the corre-
sponding A scale on the left-hand side. 
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Figure 15. Comparison between 1 4 C0 2 activities f rom aircraft spot samples collected during 1-2 hours as 
published in the H A S L reports and observations f rom basic solution samples integrated over several days at 
the ground level stations Wel l ington (41°S) [Manning et al, 1990] and Vermunt (47°N) [Levin et al, 1985]. 
(a) Wel l ington station data (solid squares) are compared with the aircraft observations sampled south o f 30°S 
successively at altitudes lower than 1 k m (open squares), between 9 and 15 k m (horizontal bars) and between 
15 and 21 k m (vertical bars), (b) Vermunt station data (solid circles) are compared with aircraft data sampled 
north of 40°N, most ly between 7 0 ° N and 80°N successively at altitudes lower than 5 k m most frequently 
located between 4 and 5 k m (open squares) and at altitudes between 9 and 15 k m (horizontal bars). 
11,655 
it is that the mentioned observations f rom other sources f i l l 
opt imal ly some lacunas o f the H A S L survey. Hence embed-
ding these other observations in the H A S L data constitutes a 
further test o f robustness for the calculated mean 1 4 C0 2 
activities. D u e to the particular location o f these supplemen-
tary data the most significant impacts are expected in the 
northern hemispheric stratosphere. Figure 17 illustrates this 
fact and shows that the only differences o f interest are found 
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Figure 16. Subset o f 1 4 C0 2 activities sampled at altitudes 
between 11 and 13 k m using aircraft. The data f rom Walton et 
al [1970] (solid circles) sampled between 50°N and 60°N and 
the data f rom Nydal and Lovseth [1983] (solid squares) sam-
pled between 62°N and 65°N are compared with H A S L 
observations sampled between 30°N and 40°N (shaded cir-
cles) and between 70°N and 80°N (open circles). The data 
f rom Nyda l and Lovseth were most ly sampled at 12 k m height 
and are also compared with a few H A S L samples (pluses) 
collected f rom mid-1965 to mid -1966 between 60°N and 
65°N at comparable altitudes (13 km). 
in the lower poleward subdivision where systematical devia-
tions are only found after early 1962. A b o u t 5 - 1 0 % lower 
values than the standard activity are found between late 1962 
and late 1963 as wel l as between mid -1967 and early 1969, 
respectively, when the samplings f rom Godwin and Willis 
[1964] and f rom Walton et al. [1970] took place between 
5 0 ° N and 60°N in the vicinity o f the British Isles (see Figure 
2b). W e emphasize that these lower values are not a compel -
ling proof for inaccuracies in the H A S L activity meas-
urements but can be reasonably interpreted as a consequence 
o f the 1 4 C0 2 activity being a nonlinear function of location. A 
further interesting feature o f the enlarged data set is the com-
pletion o f an activity peak in the northern lower poleward 
stratosphere during early 1965 when the sampling f rom 
Berger et al. [1965] took place over the continental United 
States and the Caribbean. The stronger peak seems to fit much 
better than the standard calculation into a decreasing sequence 
o f seasonal 1 4 C0 2 activity peaks observed after 1963 which 
result f rom the seasonally variable cross-tropopause air mass 
exchange. A l though weakly substantiated by only two obser-
vational data, this peak complet ion conf irms the fact already 
noticed in 3.2.1 that 14C evidence for the seasonal variation of 
cross-tropopause air mass exchange is mainly confined 
between 30°N and 70°N. 
5. Conclusions 
The 1 4 C0 2 activities published in the H A S L reports turn out 
to be an uncut diamond among modern geophysical observa-
tions. W e have shown that the interpretation of these data 
compi led to produce mean stratospheric 1 4 C0 2 activities is 
robust and stands not on ly the test o f various numerical 
integration assumptions but also brute force attacks like 
rejecting 4 0 % of the data. Therefore both the distinct behavior 
o f the predominant activity excursions in the different strato-
spheric subdivisions as wel l as more subtle seasonal patterns 
detectable in the northern stratosphere after 1963 cry out for 
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Figure 17. Mean 1 4 C0 2 activity (open circles and thin lines) calculated for our stratospheric subdivisions 
when using H A S L data together with observations f rom Fergus son [1963], f rom Godwin and Willis [1964], 
f r o m Berger et al. [1965], f rom Walton et al [1970], and f rom Nydal and Lbvseth [1983] (see Figure 2). The 
figure shows the deviation f rom results o f our standard calculation using only H A S L data (thick lines and 
solid circles). Shaded areas indicate periods when n o n - H A S L data were collected within a stratospheric sub-
division. The activity is expressed in the A scale on the left-hand sides o f the figure and in units of 105 excess 
14C atoms per gram of air on the right-hand sides. 
interpretation in terms of inner stratospheric and cross-tropo-
pause air mass transport. W e wil l present (V . Hesshaimer and 
I. Lev in , manuscript to be submitted to Journal o f Geophysi -
cal Research, 2000) corresponding first-order results coming 
out o f a carbon cycle simulation including a simple atmos-
pheric compartment model in which the air mass transport 
parameters are adjusted to optimally match the mean strato-
spheric 1 4 C0 2 activities o f the present study. W e have also 
shown that the signal to noise ratio in the H A S L activities is 
good enough, not on ly on the quarterly but also on the 
monthly timescale. This indicates that many valuable details 
(see, e.g., the relaxation t ime o f about 1 month f rom peak 
activities to stratospheric background repeatedly shown in 
Figure 1) are buried in these data which wi l l al low to sound 
out the reality of global scale air mass transport in atmos-
pheric three-dimensional models. 
W e reasonably dissipated several doubts regarding lacunas 
o f the H A S L survey and pretended inadequacies o f the corre-
sponding activity measurement. Hence on ly two main points 
o f objections remain concerning the validity o f stratospheric 
b o m b 1 4 C0 2 inventories based on this survey. The first point 
emphasizes the fact that some hot spots o f bomb 1 4 C0 2 may 
have been missed because o f the limited observational net-
work. Telegadas [1971] used this argument to explain why his 
1 4 C0 2 inventories do not reflect some Chinese nuclear tests, 
but we analyzed an example at the end o f section 3.1 where 
this criticism turned out to be inappropriate. A l s o Tans [1981, 
Figure 3] used that argument to explain w h y his quarterly 
mean atmospheric inventory of bomb 1 4 C0 2 up to 30 k m 
increased until mid-1963 although the last major nuclear tests 
and the corresponding max imal activities in the stratosphere 
(Figure 7a) took place around Christmas 1962 before the Test 
Ban Treaty became effective. The problem is confirmed by 
the quarterly mean atmospheric 1 4 C0 2 activities determined 
f rom our standard calculation (Figure 7b). Note that the 
monthly mean atmospheric activities in Figure 7b show their 
highest value already in March 1963, but activities in Apr i l 
and in M a y are inconsistently lower so that a more refined 
analysis would be needed to determine whether the higher or 
the lower monthly mean activity levels are better substantiated 
by the observations. Hence the present state of our revision 
conf irms Tans [1981] arguing that some b o m b 14C was missed 
during a couple of months after the cessation of nuclear test-
ing. The argument appears to be quite reasonable because 
corresponding nuclear detonations took place at 75 °N over the 
former Soviet Un ion , whereas the H A S L network extended 
only up to 73°N. The missed 14C has most probably resided 
within a narrow polar stratospheric cap because we already 
refuted in section 3.2.1 that major b o m b 1 4 C0 2 hot spots 
located above 40 k m escaped the H A S L network. Except for 
this weakness, our mean 1 4 C0 2 activities calculated using 
interpolation only inside the convex hull o f sampling locations 
are conf irmed to be good estimates of mean 1 4 C0 2 activities 
for the entire stratospheric subdivisions. 
The second point o f objection queries the fundamental 
working hypothesis which considers that the H A S L observa-
tions represent val id longitudinal means of the 1 4 C0 2 activity. 
W e already presented evidence in favor o f our working 
hypothesis in section 2.2 in a comparison between H A S L 
observations sampled over the British Isles and H A S L obser-
vations sampled over the United States. In addition, we have 
shown results o f our calculation obtained after embedding 
observations f rom Godwin and Willis [1964] and f rom Walton 
et al. [1970] into the H A S L observations to compute mean 
stratospheric 1 4 C0 2 activities (see section 4.3). A l s o these 
results do not reveal important longitudinal effects coming 
f rom the fact that the former observations were sampled over 
the British Isles, whereas the corresponding H A S L sampling 
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took place over the United States and the Pacif ic Ocean. In 
summary, it may be said that despite our attempts w e found 
no serious reason to call our fundamental working hypothesis 
into question. 
The uncertainty attributable to our quarterly mean strato-
spheric 1 4 C0 2 activities was found to be usually less than ±5% 
exception made o f isolated sequences mentioned in the text 
where it can amount to 10% or exceptionally to 2 0 % or more 
in particular activity peaks or indentations. Some o f these 
uncertainties can be further reduced by ensuring consistent 
conservation o f the number o f 14C atoms during the interplay 
o f 1 4 C0 2 exchange within the stratosphere and across the 
tropopause. D o i n g this requires realistic simulation of both the 
b o m b 14C input and o f 14C fo l lowing the paths o f the global 
carbon cycle o f which, as counterpart, our understanding wi l l 
be seriously challenged by the present rehabilitation o f 
stratospheric b o m b 1 4 C0 2 observations. 
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